The alteration of H4-K16ac and H3-K27met influences the differentiation of neural stem cells.
The neural stem cell therapy provides a promising future for patients with central nerve system damage, thus an insight into its differentiation mechanism is urgently needed. Herein, we aimed to identify various histone modifications and reveal their impact on the differentiation of neural stem cells (NSCs) toward neurons. Firstly, we labeled primary NSCs using the stable isotope labeling with amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) technique. Then we induced these NSCs to differentiate by all-trans retinoic acid (atRA) or SB216763. Next, we identified the alteration of histone modifications in early-differentiated NSCs by mass spectrometry and verified them by Western blot. Interestingly, these modification alterations and phenotype changes were found similar in NSCs induced by the two different drugs. More interestingly, during the differentiation process H3-K27met was significantly up-regulated while H4-K16ac was not altered at the global level but down-regulated in some low-abundance combinatorial codes. We inhibited the methyltransferase of H3-K27 and deacetylase of H4-K16 simultaneously and found the differentiation procedure was obviously delayed. The function of H4-K16ac and H3-K27met in NSCs differentiation would be useful to reveal the differentiation mechanism and valuable for further neural stem cell therapy.